2018 HOCKEY CANADA
RULEBOOK CASEBOOK CORRECTIONS
PAGE #

RULE #

WORDING

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

"… award a Penalty Shot, as per Rule 7.4(c) - Tripping."
"… a player has been assessed a Minor penalty …"
"… only one Minor penalty shall be assessed …"
"if, after a player has been assessed a Minor penalty for …"
"… three or more stick infraction penalties during the same game."
"… with Rule 4.2 (e) - Minor penalties, shall be …"
Taken from previous rulebook

Incorrect reference
Incorrect rule
Incorrect rule
Incorrect rule
Rule change
Missing text
Inadvertant deletion

Replace "7.4(c)" with "7.4(d)"
Delete "Minor"
Delete "Minor"
Delete "Minor"
Insert "or Head Contact," between "infraction" & "penalties"
Insert "or Rule 6.5 (c) - Head Contact," between "penalties" & "shall"
Insert at the beginning "In cases where a Penalty Shot has been awarded under Rule

RB RB/CB
----tbd
tbd
tbd

41
42
42
42
48
56
58

3.6 Situation 5
3.6 Situation 10
3.6 Situation 11
3.6 Situation 12
4.2 (e)
4.6 (a)
4.9 (c)

3.6 (c) - Protective Equipment (deliberate removal of helmet or facial protector during a
breakaway), Rule 10.1 (d) - for Delay of Game (Goaltender deliberately dislodging the
goal during a breakaway), Rule 9.8 (a) - Throwing Stick (at puck or puck carrier), Rule 7.4
(d) - Tripping (fouling from behind), and Rule 9.5 (e) - Leaving the Players or Penalty
Bench (ineligible player), the Referee shall designate the player who has been fouled as
the player who shall take the Penalty Shot. If by reason of injury, the player designated
by the Referee to take the Penalty Shot is unable to do so or again if the player fouled is
not identifiable, the Penalty Shot shall then be taken by a player who was on the ice at
the time of the infraction, and is selected by the Captain of the non-offending team and
her selection reported to the Referee. In cases where a Penalty Shot has been awarded
under Rule 10.1 (e) - Delay of Game, Rule 10.3 (c) - Falling on the Puck (in the goal
crease) and Rule 9.1 (c) - Handling he Puck (in the goal crease), the Penalty Shot may be
taken by a player selected by the Captain of the non-offending team and her selection
reported to the Referee. This player must be on the ice at the time of the infraction."

--tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd

63
69
73
73
73
84

4.9 Situation 4
4.10 Situation 7
4.13 (a) (3)
4.13 (a) (3)
4.13 (d)
5.3 (d)

tbd
tbd

85
90

5.3 (d)
6.1

"… equipment as covered by the rules: helmet, facial protection …"
"A Minor penalty shall be assessed to the goaltender …"
"… following a stoppage of play leading to a penalty …"
"… [see rule 10.2 (j)]"
"… in the case of a Match Penalty. The resulting face-off …"
"… 3.6 (b) (Note4), 6.1 (b) (Head-butting), 6.1 (d) (Grabbing…), 6.5 (b)…"

Incomplete reference
Wrong penalty
Missing text
Typo
Rule change
Rule change

Insert "goaltender pads, if Peewee and above," between "helmet," & "facial"
Replace "Minor penalty" with "Penalty Shot"
Insert "defending team" between "a" & "penalty"
Replace "(j)" with "(k)"
Delete second sentence entirely.
Delete "6.1 (b) (Head-butting), 6.1 (d) (Grabbing/pulling hair or head/facial protection)"

"… 9.5(i) 10.1(a) …"
Taken from previous rulebook

Missing text
Inadvertant deletion

Insert "9.8(c) 9.8(d)" into list in alpha/numeric sequence
Insert at end of rule "(c) A double Minor penalty shall be assessed any player who headbutts or attempts to head-butt an opponent but no injury results. A double Minor
penalty and a Gross Misconduct shall be assessed any team official who head-butts or
attempts to head-butt an opponent but no injury results.
(d) A player who grabs an opponent’s hair, facial protector, helmet or chin strap, but
does not use it to gain an advantage or to inflict punishment or injury shall be assessed
a Minor penalty or at the discretion of the referee a Major and a Game Misconduct
penalty."

tbd

90

6.1 (a)

Taken from previous rulebook

Inadvertant deletion

Insert at end of rule "11. A Match penalty shall be assessed any player or team official
who deliberately attempts to injure an opponent, official, team official or spectator in

tbd

90

6.1 (b)

Taken from previous rulebook

Inadvertant deletion

any manner."
Insert at end of rule "11. A Match penalty shall be assessed any player or team official
who deliberately injures an opponent, official, team official or spectator in any manner."

--

91

6.1 Situation 2

"Rule 6.1 (a)"

Incorrect reference

Insert "& (b)" to read reference as "Rule 6.1 (a) & (b)"

-----tbd
tbd
-tbd
tbd

91
91
92
92
92
94
95
105
114
129

6.1 Situation 4
6.1 Situation 6
6.1 Situation 8
6.1 Situation 9
6.1 Situation 10
6.4 Clarification 4
6.5 (c)
7.3 Situation 10
9.2 (f)
10 . 2 (f)

"Rule 6.1 (a)"
"Rule 6.1 (d)"
"Rule 6.1 (f)"
"Rule 8.1"
"Rule 6.1 (f)"
"… in divisions Atom and Below and Female Hockey."
"A Double Minor penalty assessed under Rule 6.5 (c) will be …"
"Assess the goaltender a Minor penalty for Interference."
"Notwithstanding the above, …"
Taken from previous rulebook

Incorrect reference
Incorrect reference
Incorrect reference
Incorrect reference
Incorrect reference
Incorrect wording
Typo
Wrong penalty
Duplicate wording
Inadvertant deletion

Insert "& (b)" to read reference as "Rule 6.1 (a) & (b)"
Insert "(a), (b) &" to read reference as "Rule 6.1 (a), (b) & (d)"
Replace "(f)" with "Rule 6.1 (a) & (b) & Rule 8.5"
Insert "& Rule 8.5" to read reference as "Rule 8.1 & Rule 8.5"
Replace "(f)" with "(c)"
Replace "Atom" with "Peewee"
Replace "(c)" with "(b)"
Replace "Minor penalty" with "Penalty Shot"
Delete second paragraph entirely
Insert at end of rule "When a stoppage of play has been caused by an attacking player
in her attacking zone, the ensuing face-off shall be in the neutral zone at the nearest
face-off spot.
Note: This includes a stoppage of play caused by a player of the attacking side shooting
the puck on the back of the defending teams’ net without any intervening action by the

----

131
131
131

10.2 Situation 10
10.2 Situation 11
10.2 Situation 12

"The face-off takes place at the place where the puck goes …"
"Team A is short-handed …"
"… take place at the nearest face-off spot in the neutral zone."

Incorrect wording
Rule change
Rule change

defending team."
Replace "at the place" with "at the nearest face-off spot in the same zone"
Delete Situation
Add to the end "if not a time penalty. If a time penalty is assessed, follow Rule 4.13 (a)."

---

131
131

10.2 Situation 13
10.2 Situation 14

"… takes place at the nearest face-off spot in the neutral zone."
"The puck shall be … during a delayed off side."

Rule change
Rule change

Replace "neutral zone" with "attacking team's end zone"
New Answer "The resulting face-off will take place in Team "A's" end zone, as per Rule

----tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd
tbd

132
132
132
133
151
164
164
166
166

10.2 Situation 15
10.2 Situation 16
10.2 Situation 17
10.2 Situation 22
Minor Supplement 6.2
Cross Reference D
Cross Reference F
Cross Reference P
Cross Reference S

"Any time an attacking player …"
"… face-off to the neutral zone. Before play resumes …"
"When both attacking and defending …"
"In all situations where a Penalty Shot …"
"… no penalty shall be assessed."
"Double Minors - Spearing (poke or jab)… 6.1(g)"
"Face-off locations - Error on off-side pass call … 10.9(e)"
"Players remaining on benches at end of period"
"Stick Infractions - game ejections … 4.2(f)"

Rule change
Rule change
Rule change
Rule change
Missing text
Incorrect rule
Incorrect reference
Incorrect reference
Incorrect rule

4.13 (a)."
Delete Situation
Replace "neutral zone" with "attacking team's end zone"
Delete Situation
Delete Situation
Add sentence at end "A Match Penalty could also be assessed under this rule."
Replace "6.1(g)" with "8.5"
Delete point
Delete reference "10.15 (e)"
Replace "4.2(f)" with "4.2(e)"

